an image or heighten its ex- generalization is the "Beallspressive value. (It is quite ville. Ohio" stow of 1969.
startling to see some of the which is stylistically reminisMaster of the
'alternate$ to the most famous cent of much earlier work.) It
Photogmphic Essay
"Spanish Village" or Mimmala &ern; quite evident that these
William S. Johnson,
photographs, or an unmanipu- changes were not simply a
Aperture,
lated print of the celebrated function of more large-scale
Millerton. New York, 1981;
'Asylum Patient, Haiti" image, and self-assigned projects in
distributed in Canada by
for example.) And for those the last two decades of his
Van Nostrand Reinhold Ltd.; interested in Smith as a cre- career, but that they were
223 pp.; hardcover, $52.95
ative figure who dedicated his representations of a creative
Eugene Smith is now so life to humanistic principles growth that was at least in
firmly established as a leg- as well as photography, this part fueled by Smith's proendaly figure in rwentieth cen- volume places the Smith leg- 'tracted contact and involvetury photography that many end in a different context by ment with the arts, particularwho appreciate his work tend revealing a photographer who ly during the 1950s. The
to think of his life's output in was as interested in the per- "Pittsburgh". "Haiti", and
terms of several dozen ex- forming, visual and creative "Hitachi" projects. the "Loft"
tremely famous photographs arts as he was in the issues and 'Jazz Musicians" photoand photo essays. This inad- with which his name is usual- graphs all show a stylistic
vertent compression of a f o r t ly associated. Included in Mas- evolution away from formalyear career into a relatively ter of the Photomaphic Essay ism and reportage towards
interpretation, symlmlism, and
small number of images may are silections fr& smith stihelp the Smith legend, but it ries or oroiects on "Folk Sine- more personal expression.
does little for an obiective ers" (1947). several short ~ i f e Events and places are someunderstanding of this remark- essays on theatre (1946-49) as what less concretely described.
able artist's total accomolish- well as the more extensive and the photographer's interment. W Eugene ~ m i t h : ' ~ a s - "Hard Times on Broadway', ests seem to be gravitating
ter of the Photographic Essay, (1949). "Theatre Gir1" (1949). more towards a type of photorecently published by Aper- "Recording Artistd' (I95 I). "A journalism that includes freer
ture, provides viewers with Play for Churchei' (1951). use of expressive elements
over 1800 reproductions of "Chaplin at W o r k (1952). and more prominent develSmith photographs made be- and the largely unpublished opment of personal themes. It
tween 1937 and 1975, and "Metropolitan Opera" (19521, could be argued that these
goes a long way towards de- "The Loft from Inside In" changes simply reflected the
mythologizing the man and (1958-68). "Jazz and Folk Mu- various difficulties Smith was
illuminating the photographer. sicians" (1959-69); and a se- experiencing during these
Edited and with an intro- ries of 'experimental' photo- years, but the evidence of the
duction and commentary by graphs made between 1958 photographs themselves indiWilliam S. Johnson, curator of and 1968. This work shows cates an artistic development
the Smith archive at the Cen- an involvement with and em- that was greatly stimulated by
ter for Creative Photography pathy for the creative process Smith's exposure to music
at the University of Arizona. in 'any medium, and helps and theatre.
Valuable as it is from many
this book provides valuable focus the viewer's attention
information o n many levels. on Smith's own growth as a points of view. W Eucene
For those unfamiliar with the creative individual as well as Smith: Master of the Photogmphic Essay does have some
orieinal Life maeazine. it re- photojournalist.
While Smith's work has drawbacks. The reproductions
pldduces published and unpublished work from Smith's always shown a concern for are too small (2 x 3 inches).
seminal photo essays, giving a drama and tension both in the selection of these 1800
clearer representation of this perspective and tone value. images from a body of over
work than is possible to get Master of the Photographic 10.000 available prints is not
through study of the Smith Essay shows us that this con- clearly explained or justified
monographs or catalogues that cern was not a fixed quantity in the text, the quality of the
are now available. For pho- but a constantly evolving as- reproduced prints is not up to
tographers who know these pect of Smith's style. Looking Aperture's best standards, and
essays as they were published. at his work in specific chrono- most of the photographs are
the book provides alternate loeical order. one can see that not titled or dated but simply
views, croppings, and even over the years Smith's framing grouped by project or assignprintings-giving a clearer became more flexible, his tim- ment and year. Some readers
sense of how Smith worked ing more intuitive, his use of may find these shortcomings
through an idea or how he light and dark more suggis- extremely problematical. but
made major changes in cam- tive, and his reportage more most will find that these faults
era position, framing or print allusive and elliptical. (The interfere more with the entonality in order to improve only major exception to this joyment of the book itself
--

W Eugene Smith
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than they d o with an appreciation for and deepened undcrstanding of Smith's photography A publication such
as this may not be the last
word about Eugene Smith or
even the best way to put
together a visual reference.
but it is a better source of a
larpe quantity of material than
any other book on Smith
currently in print; and it also
represents what may turn out
to be a very significant departure from Aperture's traditional 'monograph' format.

Don Snyder
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1982 Manitoba Juried
Pholoflaphy

Exhibition
The Winnipeg Photographers
Group. Winnipeg, 1982:
73 pp.. soft cower
"To expect an art to mature in six years." writes James
Borcoman in one of the jurors' statements that prefaces
the 1982 Maniroba Juried Pho-

mgraphy Exhibition catalogue, aware, and technically skilled.
"is to be hopeful beyond rea- and in some cases considerason. But if photography in bly more. Images worth parManitoba has not fulfilled the ticular mention would include
larger expectations between Hersh Gutwilik's "Dead Sea.
the first Manitoba Juried Ex- Israel" (p. 28). John Hay<
hibition in 1976 and this sec- flash-and-available light landond one in 1982." he con- scapes (pp. 30 and 31). Bruce
tinues, "nevertheless it has Kirton's finely balanced launreached a level of competence dryroom still life (p. 42). Richand self-confidence that sug- ard Skinder's "Kitsilano Pool.
gests a vigorous maturity hap- Vancouver" (p. 48), Marie
pily,,waiting around the cor- May's untitled portrait (p. 53).
and Debra Mosher's tightly
ner.
This seems like a fair as- framed, harshly lit head shots
sessment. The 1982 Manitoba (pp. 59-61).
So in terms of overall qualiexhibition, which was on display at the Manitoba Archives ty and some exceptional imBuilding Gallery during the ages, the catalogue comes
month of May, has been re- across well. Its weak point lies
produced in its entirety for in the fact that most of the
this publication (copyright work falls into fairly standard
1982 by the Winnipeg Pho- photographic categories: urban
tographers' Group), and in- or suburban landscape (13
cludes 64 images, 22 of which images), man-altered landare in colour, by 36 photogra- scape (7 images), street phophers. While the work does tography or grab shots (7
not break new ground, it does images), and many interiors,
display a range of talents and both populated and unpopuinterests to good advantage: lated (9 images). The same is
generally speaking the photo- true for technique: we see
graphs are current, stylistically black and white, colour, hand

colour, direct flash, flash fill
with slow shutter speed. one
assembled panorama, a few
deliberately shifted horiwns
or camera positions, and so
on. But there is a real scarcity
of original or involving portraiture, and a complete absence of fantasy or conceptual
imagery, multiple printing,
non-silver work, Xerography,
or instantamera photography,
which is surprising in a show
drawn from over six hundred
entries.
No group exhibition is perfect; probably all suffer to
some degree from biases introduced in the selection and
editing process. A viewer has
no real way of knowing what
the pictures that did not get
accepted for the 1982 Manitoba Juried Exhibition might
say about the breadth and
scope of current photography
in Manitoba, but one hopes
there is more activity in some
of these photographic areas
than meets the eye in this one
catalogue.
Don Snyder
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